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Gaussian Multi�factor Interest Rate Models�
Theory� Estimation� and Implications for Option Pricing

Abstract

Gaussian interest rate models are attractive because of their analytical tractabil�
ity� Examples are the one�factor models of Ho�Lee and Vasicek	 and two�factor
models resulting from combinations of both� We show by factor analysis that the
variation in spot rates of the German Government bond market in the period ��
��
�� can essentially be explained by two factors� Consequently	 we restrict ourselves
to one�factor and two�factor models which are estimated by nonlinear regression�
We compare these models with respect to their ability to explain observed changes
in the term structure of interest rates�

On the basis of theoretical insights and our empirical ndings we conclude that
the two one�factor models considered should be discarded	 because of the models�
inability to explain a twist of the term structure where short term and long term rates
move in opposite directions� Although the combination of the Ho�Lee and Vasicek
one�factor model as proposed by Heath�Jarrow�Morton is able to explain the term
structure twist	 we recommend a two�factor Vasicek model �which contains the other
models as special cases� for pricing interest rate options� The latter model is the
only one which captures a u�shaped volatility function induced by the term structure
twist� This situation occured in two of the seven ��year subperiods analyzed� A
comparison of model prices for calls on zero bonds which indicates that neglecting
the volatility smile might cause a substantial valuation error completes the paper�
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� Introduction

The valuation of interest rate contingent claims has attracted a growing interest in
recent years and various models have been proposed� There are essentially two ap�
proaches to the modeling of the term structure� The general equilibrium approach
used for example by Cox�Ingersoll�Ross ���
�� and Longstaff�Schwartz
������ starts from a description of the economy and derives the term structure of
interest rates endogenously� In contrast the arbitrage approach starts from assump�
tions about the stochastic evolution of one or more interest rates and derives prices
of contingent claims by imposing the no arbitrage condition� One and two factor
models of only the short rate were rst suggested by Vasicek ������ and Bren�
nan�Schwartz ������� These models are generally not consistent with the initial
term structure� Hull�White ������ provide a general procedure for short rate
models which allows to match an arbitrary initial yield curve� The alternative ap�
proach to model the complete term structure was pioneered by Ho�Lee ���
�� and
generalized byHeath�Jarrow�Morton �HJM� ������� HJM allow for a xed but
unspecied number of stochastic factors� The application of such a model requires
the determination of the number of factors driving the term structure movement
and the specication of appropriate volatility coe�cients�

We restrict our analysis to Gaussian models with deterministic volatility coe��
cients	 because of their analytical and numerical tractability� Moreover we believe
that the assumption of normally distributed interest rates is quite reasonable	 if the
probability of negative interest rates is small� We will discuss this issue based on
our parameter estimates� From our point of view the often suggested alternative
of lognormally distributed interest rates is not appropriate since we do not expect
interest rates to have a drift and variance rate proportional to the level of interest
rates�

In this paper we show by principal component analysis of the spot rate movement
that in the German bond market two factors are relevant	 and that these factors can
be identied as a shift and a twist of the term structure� Furthermore	 we develop
a specic two�factor model within the class of HJM�models which can be estimated
by nonlinear regression� Our model includes as special cases the continuous time
version of the Ho�Lee model	 the extended Vasicek model	 and a model proposed by
HJM ������ as an example for a simple two�factor model� We estimate these models
for seven two�year periods and identify the types of term structure movement	 that
can be explained by these models�

The Ho�Lee model is appropriate only when the predominant movement of the
term structure is a parallel shift	 resulting in interest rate volatilities which are the
same for all maturities� In contrast the Vasicek model is based on the often observed
phenomenon of lower volatilities for long term spot rates compared to short term
spot rates� A phenomenon that can be explained by the considered two�factor
models	 but not by the one�factor models	 is a twist of the term structure with short
and long rates moving in opposite directions� Moreover we nd that in subperiods
which are dominated by a twist of the term structure	 the spot rate variance shows
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a smile pattern� This smile e�ect is captured only by our model which is essentially
a two�factor Vasicek model� Option price simulations show that neglecting the smile
e�ect might cause substantial price di�erences�

Whereas we nd that the more elaborate models are to be prefered	
Amin�Morton ������ obtain a slightly di�erent result� They compare six one�
factor models of the HJM type using implied volatility estimates� In their analysis
one parameter models yield more stable parameter values over time and they are
able to earn larger and more consistent abnormal returns� Amin and Morton con�
clude that among the one parameter models the Ho�Lee model seems to be the most
preferred� Flesaker ������ in contrast rejects the Ho�Lee model for Eurodollar
futures options traded at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange�

The paper is organized as follows� The basic model and the properties of the
four Gaussian models under consideration are analyzed in section �� In section � we
describe the estimation procedure and discuss necessary assumptions� The results
of the principal component analysis and the nonlinear regressions are presented in
section �� Implications for option pricing are discussed in section �� Section �
concludes the paper�

� Gaussian Models in the HJM Framework

The HJM approach to pricing interest rate contingent claims starts with a fam�
ily of forward rate processes and initializes it to an arbitrary but xed initial for�
ward rate curve� This approach was pioneered by Ho�Lee ���
�� for a simple
discrete one�factor model and extended to a continuous time multi�factor setting by
Heath�Jarrow�Morton ������� They consider a continuous trading economy
with a trading interval ��� �T �� The uncertainty in the economy is characterized by the
probability space ���F � Q� and the ltration F �

�
Ft 	 t � ��� �T �

�
	 satisfying the

usual conditions� Furthermore they assume a continuum of discount bonds P �t� T �
with maturities T � ��� �T �� Let the bond price at time t be given by P �t� T �	 where
T is the maturity of the zero bond	 then the forward rate at time t for instantaneous
and riskless borrowing at date T is

f�t� T � � �
� lnP �t� T �

�T
� �




P �t� T �

�P �t� T �

�T
�

Equivalently one can dene the bond price in terms of the forward rates by

P �t� T � � exp

�
�

Z T

t

f�t� s�ds

�
� ���

With the assumption of a continuum of discount bonds there is a riskless investment
opportunity at any time t yielding the riskless short rate

r�t� � f�t� t��



��� Arbitrage�Free Term Structure Dynamics �

A roll�over�position at the short rate r�t� is termed money market account� The
value of the money market account initialized at time � with one dollar investment
is

B�t� � exp

�Z t

�

r�s�ds

�
�

Bond values expressed in units of the money market account

Z�t� T � �
P �t� T �

B�t�

are called relative bond prices and can be shown to form a martingale with respect
to some risk neutral measure �Q� Analogously one can show that forward prices

F �t� t�� T � �
P �t� T �

P �t� t��

are a martingale with respect to the forward risk adjusted measure Q�� F �t� t�� T �
is the price of a zero bond with maturity T and delivery date t� at time t�

��� Arbitrage�Free Term Structure Dynamics

Let the stochastic evolution of forward rates follow a di�usion process of the form

f�t� T �� f��� T � �

Z t

�

��v� T �dv �

KX
k��

Z t

�

�k�v�T �dWk�v�� ���

where ��v� T � is the drift of the forward rate with maturity T while �k�v�T � for
k � 
� � � � �K are its volatility coe�cients	� and Wk�v� are independent �standard�
Brownian motions� Since bond prices depend on forward rates	 the drift and volatil�
ity of the bond price process

P �t� T �� P ��� T � �

Z t

�

�p�v� T �P �v�T �dv ���

�

KX
k��

Z t

�

�pk�v�T �P �v�T �dWk�v��

must be connected to the drift and volatility coe�cients of the forward rate process�
HJM ������ show using Ito�s lemma and a generalized version of Fubini�s theorem
that

�pk�t� T � � �

Z T

t

�k�t� y�dy for k � 
� � � � �K� ���

�p�t� T � � r�t��

Z T

t

��t� y�dy �





KX
k��

�pk�t� T �
�� ���

�The drift and volatility coe�cients in the general HJM model may also depend on the path of
the Brownian motions� Since this paper concentrates on Gaussian models with deterministic drift
and di�usion coe�cients� we omit the dependency of � to keep the notation clear and simple�
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Applying Ito�s Lemma to the denition of the forward price yields the forward price
process

F �t� t�� T �� F ��� t�� T � �

Z t

�

��v� t�� T �F �v� t�� T �dv ���

�

KX
k��

Z t

�

�k�v� t
�� T �F �v� t�� T �dW �v�

with

�k�t� t
�� T � � �pk�t� T �� �pk�t� t

��

��t� t�� T � � ��p�t� T �� �p�t� t����
KX
k��

�pk�t� t
����pk�t� T �� �pk�t� t

����

We refer to the volatility coe�cients �k�t� T �� �
p

k�t� T �� �k�t� t
�� T � collectively as the

volatility structure� We assume that there exist K zero bonds with maturity � �
S� � � � � � SK � �T such that the di�usion matrix ��k�t� Sk��K�K is nonsingular�
This ensures the uniqueness of market prices of risk and the uniqueness of the
equivalent martingale measure if the model is arbitrage�free�

Theorem �	� �No Arbitrage Conditions
The following conditions are equivalent� A K�factor model satisfying these conditions
is called locally arbitrage�free�

�A��� There exists a unique equivalent martingale measure �Q such that relative bond
prices Z�t� T � are martingales with respect to this measure�

�A��� There exist market prices of risk �k�t�� k � 
� � � � �K� with

�p�t� T �� r�t� �
KX
k��

�pk�t� T ��k�t�� for all T � �t� �T �� ���

�A��� The forward rate drift is uniquely determined by the volatility structure and
the market prices of risk	

��t� T � �
KX
k��

�k�t� T �

�
�k�t� �

Z T

t

�k�t� y�dy

�
�
�

�A�
� There exists a unique equivalent martingale measure Q� such that forward
rates f�t� t�� are martingales with respect to this measure�

Proof� In appendix A�
Condition �A��� is the well�known no�arbitrage condition requiring that the

excess�return of every bond regardless of maturity equals the sum of K risk pre�
miums� Condition �A��� relates the forward rate drift to the volatility structure and
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the market prices of risk� The arbitrage�free term structure dynamics are therefore
completely specied by the volatility structure and market prices of risk� The mar�
tingale measure in condition �A��� is often called risk neutral measure	 since the
expected instantaneous return of all bonds with respect to this measure equals the
riskless short rate� The martingale measure in condition �A��� is the forward�risk�
adjusted measure introduced by Jamshidian ������ which facilitates the calculation
of closed form solutions for European style interest rate contingent claims�

Using condition �A��� one can easily show that forward prices in a locally
arbitrage�free model satisfy

F �t� t�� T �� F ��� t�� T � �

KX
k��

Z t

�

��k�v�� �pk�v� t
����k�v� t

�� T �F �v� t�� T �dv

�
KX
k��

Z t

�

�k�v� t
�� T �F �v� t�� T �dWk�v�

and are martingales with respect to Q�

F �t� t�� T �� F ��� t�� T � �
KX
k��

Z t

�

�k�v� t
�� T �F �v� t�� T �dW �

k �v��

Applying Ito�s Lemma to the logarithm of the forward price and using the fact
that F �t�� t�� T � � P �t�� T � yields for the stochastic bond price in t�	 given the
information Ft	

P �t�� T � j Ft �
P �t� T �

P �t� t��
exp

�
KX
k��

Z t�

t

��k�v�� �pk�v� t
����k�v� t

�� T �dv

�





KX
k��

Z t�

t

�k�v� t
�� T ��dv �

KX
k��

Z t�

t

�k�v� t
�� T �dWk�v�

�
�

Thus the bond price at any time t� given the information Ft depends on the forward
price of the bond at time t	 the volatility structure and the market prices of risk� For
the purpose of contingent claim valuation we are only interested in the stochastic
bond price in terms of �W �t� and W ��t�	 which are Brownian motions with respect
to the risk�neutral measure �Q and the forward�risk�adjusted measure Q��

P �t�� T � j Ft �
P �t� T �

P �t� t��
exp

�
�

KX
k��

Z t�

t

�pk�v� t
���k�v� t

�� T �dv ���

�





KX
k��

Z t�

t

�k�v� t
�� T ��dv �

KX
k��

Z t�

t

�k�v� t
�� T �d �Wk�v�

�
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P �t�� T � j Ft �
P �t� T �

P �t� t��
exp

�
�





KX
k��

Z t�

t

�k�v� t
�� T ��dv ����

�
KX
k��

Z t�

t

�k�v� t
�� T �dW �

k �v�

�

�Q and Q� are identied by Girsanov�s theorem� The determiniation of �Q and Q�

requires the knowledge of the market prices of risk	 but the stochastics of the bond
price are completely specied by ��� and ����	 which are independent of the market
prices of risk� This allows for a preference�free valuation of contingent claims�

��� Gaussian Models

A Gaussian model is one in which the volatility structure �k�v� T � is deterministic�
Hence forward rates follow a Gaussian process and are normally distributed in a
Gaussian model�� The bond price in a Gaussian model is lognormally distributed
with respect to �Q and Q��

E �Q�P �t�� T �jFt� �
P �t� T �

P �t� t��
exp

�
�

KX
k��

Z t�

t

�pk�v� t
���k�v� t

�� T �dv

�

EQ��P �t�� T �jFt� �
P �t� T �

P �t� t��

Var �Q�lnP �t�� T �jFt� � VarQ��lnP �t�� T �jFt�

�
KX
k��

Z t�

t

�k�v� t
�� T ��dv�

Gaussian models are often criticized because of the lognormal bond price distribu�
tion	 since it implies normally distributed spot rates

R�t� T � � �
lnP �t� T �

T � t
�

which may become negative with positive probability� An important issue for the
application of Gaussian models is therefore the assessment of the probability of
negative spot rates based on estimated parameters� In the subsequent sections we
will analyze the properties of four Gaussian models	 two one�factor and two two�
factor models�

�Jamshidian �����	 further restricts Gaussian models to term structure models with an espe

cially simple volatility structure� such that the short rate also follows a Gaussian process�

�The bond price distributions with respect to the risk neutral and forward risk adjusted measure
di�er only in the expected bond price� The distribution with respect to the original measure Q
can not be speci�ed without further assumptions on the market prices of risk�
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��� Continuous Time Version of the Ho	Lee�Model

The continuous time limit of the Ho�Lee�Model ���
�� was independently de�
rived by Jamshidian ������ and Heath�Jarrow�Morton ������� In the HJM�
framework the model is fully specied by the volatility coe�cient of the forward rate
process�

��v�T � � �

The bond price P �t�� T � in terms of �W �t� is�

P �t�� T � j F� �
P ��� T �

P ��� t��
exp

	
�
��


Tt��T � t��� ��T � t�� �W �t��



�

which implies for the spot rate with time to maturity T � t� at time t�

R�t�� T � j F� � �
lnP �t�� T �

T � t�
� �

ln P ���T 	
P ���t�	

T � t�
�
��


Tt� � � �W �t��� ����

Future spot rates are therefore normally distributed with

�R�t�� T � � �
ln P ���T 	

P ���t�	

T � t�
�
��


Tt�

and
�R�t�� T �� � ��t�

given the Information F��
The simple volatility structure allows only for a small set of future yield curves	

since the stochastic factor �W �t� has the same e�ect on all spot rates independent
of maturity� Hence	 at any point of time all possible yield curves are parallel� This
should not be confused with a parallel shift of the term structure in time	 which
leads to arbitrage opportunities�
 Furthermore	 one can easily see that starting
with a normal or �at term structure inverse yield curves are not possible� Figure �
illustrates these limitations of the Ho�Lee model�

��
 Term Structure Consistent Vasicek Model

The Vasicek model ������ is based on an Ornstein�Uhlenbeck process for the short
rate� The short rate dynamics imply an endogenous term structure which is not
necessarily consistent with the observable term structure� Hull�White ������
have shown that consistency can be achieved by introducing a time�dependent drift�
The functional form of the drift in terms of the initial term structure and volatility

�In the discussion of the four special Gaussian models we restrict ourselves to the bond prices
and spot rates given the information at time ��

�This was �rst noted by Boyle ����	� In the given model parallel shifts are excluded by the
second drift term� which depends on the maturity�
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Figure �� Yield Curves in the Ho�Lee�Model

This �gure shows � possible yield curves after one year when the initial
term structure is �at at ��� The � realizations of the Brownian mo�
tion are given by �W �t� � ������ �� �� �� We choose a large volatility
coe�cient of � � ��� to avoid the impression of a parallel shift in time�

structure has been derived by Jamshidian ������ for the general Gaussian one�
factor model� In the HJM�framework the term structure consistent Vasicek model
is specied by

��v�T � � �e���T�v	�

where � is a real valued constant� The bond price P �t�� T � in terms of �W �t� is

P �t�� T � �
P ��� T �

P ��� t��
exp

n
�M�t�� T ��

�

�
�
� e���T�t

�	��x�t��
o
�

with

M�t�� T � �
��

���

h
�
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��� The Heath�Jarrow�Morton Model �

�x�t�� is the unique solution to the Ornstein�Uhlenbeck process�

�x�t�� �

Z t�

�

e���t
��v	d �W �v��

The spot rate in the extended Vasicek model satises
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and is normally distributed with�
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given the information F��
Contrary to the Ho�Lee model	 the spot rate volatility is a decreasing function

of time to maturity which reduces the probability of negative spot rates and is
consistent with the often encountered phenomena of lower volatilities at the long
end of the term structure� Figure � illustrates this di�erence and shows that the
extended Vasicek model allows for normal	 �at and inverse yield curves	 even when
the initial yield curve is �at�

��� The Heath	Jarrow	Morton Model

Heath�Jarrow�Morton ������ propose a Gaussian two�factor model	 which is
essentially a combination of the Ho�Lee and Vasicek model� The volatility structure
in the HJM model is given by

���v�T � � ��

���v�T � � ��e
���T�v	�

The bond price P �t�� T � in terms of �W �t� is

P �t�� T � �
P ��� T �

P ��� t��
exp f�M��t

�� T ��M��t
�� T �

����T � t�� �W��t
���
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�
� e���T�t
�	��x�t��



�

�The corresponding di�erential equation is

d�x�t� � ���x�t�dt� dW �t�

with initial value x��	 � ��
�The risk neutral distribution follows from the properties of the Ornstein
Uhlenbeck process� cf

Karatzas�Shreve ������ p ���	�
�We will term this model in the following HJM model even though the HJM approach is much

more general and includes not only Gaussian models�



�� �� GAUSSIAN MODELS IN THE HJM FRAMEWORK

Figure �� Yield Curves in the Vasicek�Model

This �gure shows � possible yield curves after one year when the initial
term structure is �at at ��� The � realizations of the Ornstein�Uhlenbeck
process are given by �x�t� � ������ �� �� �� The volatility and reversion
parameter are � � ������� � � ���	
��

with
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�x�t� is the unique solution to the Ornstein�Uhlenbeck process like in the Vasicek
model� The spot rate in the HJM model satises

R�t�� T � � �
ln P ���T 	
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and is normally distributed with
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�� A Two�factor Vasicek Model ��

�R�t�� T �� � ���t
� �

���
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� e���T�t
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T � t�

�� �

� e���t

�

�
given the information F�� From ���� it is obvious that the two�factor HJM model
allows for a much larger variety of term structure movements than the one�factor
models from Ho�Lee and Vasicek� More importantly	 the HJM model allows for
twists of the yield curve whereas the Vasicek model only allows for nonparallel
shifts� Figure � illustrates two possible twists and seven nonparallel shifts of the
term structure�

Figure �� Yield Curves in the HJM model

This �gure shows � possible yield curves after one year when the initial
term structure is �at at ��� The � realizations of � �W��t�� �x�t�� are given
by �������� ���� ��� � � � � ��� ��� ��� ��� The volatility and reversion coe�cients
are �� � �����	� �� � ������� � � �����
�

��� A Two�factor Vasicek Model

A twist of the term structure often leads to high spot rate volatilities for long
and short maturities but rather low spot rate volatilities for medium maturities�
This e�ect �henceforth called smile�e�ect� cannot be explained by the HJM model
because the spot rate variance �R�t�� 	 �� is a monotone decreasing function of time



�� �� GAUSSIAN MODELS IN THE HJM FRAMEWORK

to maturity 	 � T � t�� Therefore we propose the Gaussian two�factor model given
by the volatility structure

���v�T � � ��e
���T�v	

���v�T � � ��e
����T�v	

with �� � �� �� � �� This model can be viewed as a two�factor Vasicek model ��FV
model� and is able to explain the smile e�ect� The bond price P �t�� T � in this model
is
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The spot rate in the �FV�model
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�� A Two�factor Vasicek Model ��

Figure �� Yield Curves in the �FV�Model

This �gure shows � possible yield curves after one year when the initial
term structure is �at at ��� The � realizations of ��x��t�� �x��t�� are given
by �������� ���� ��� � � � � ��� ��� ��� ��� The volatility and reversion parameter
are �� � �����	� �� � ����	� �� � ������ �� � ���

� and yield a strong smile
e�ect�

The term structure movement is illustrated in gure �� Possible yield curves after one
year are similar to the ones in the HJM model but with a much higher variation of
spot rates with �� years time to maturity� The drawback of the increasing volatility
at the long end of the term structure is the higher probability of negative spot rates
compared to the HJM model� We will discuss this issue and the importance of the
smile e�ect in section ��



�� �� VOLATILITY ESTIMATION

� Volatility Estimation

We now use principal component analysis and nonlinear regression to estimate the
volatility structure� The principal component analysis� is mainly used to identify
the number of independent factors� It is applicable to models where the volatility
coe�cients are left unspecied	 apart from regularity conditions� Such models can
be viewed as term structure models with exogenous volatility structures� For the
estimation of models with endogenous volatility structures such as the four Gaussian
models presented above	 we propose a nonlinear regression approach� ��

��� Assumptions

HJM model the stochastic evolution of the complete term structure� Alternatively
this can be done by modelling the term structure of forward rates	 the term structure
of spot rates or the discount function� All three could theoretically be used for the
purpose of volatility estimation but the results can be quite di�erent� The problem
results from the fact that in most bond markets there is no �complete� set of zero
bonds� Generally the term structure has to be estimated from a set of coupon bonds�
The discount function or spot rates can be estimated with su�cient accuracy but
estimates of forward rates corresponding to the slope of the discount function are
fairly inaccurate� Therefore one should be cautious when estimating the volatility
structure directly from

df�t� T � � ��t� T �dt�
KX
k��

�k�t� T �dWk�t��

Rather one should use log�changes of bond prices

d ln P �t� T � �


�p�t� T ��






KX
k��

�pk�t� T �
�

�
dt �

KX
k��

�pk�t� T �dWk�t�� ����

	The estimation of the volatility structure by means of a principal component analysis was �rst
proposed by Heath�Jarrow�Morton �����	� Similar empirical tests were carried out by Kahn
�����	 and Beckers �����	� In contrast Steeley ����������	 and B�hler�Schulze �����	 use
the principal component analysis with the primary objective to determine the number of factors
driving the term structure movement and to identify these factors�

�
Recall that in both modell classes the term structure is exogenously given� Fitting the his

torical term structures is therefore irrelevant in our context� In contrast� Brown�Dybvig �����	
estimate the Cox�Ingersoll�Ross model by a cross
sectional analysis of bond prices� thus calibrat

ing the model to �t the term structure at one point of time� Gibbons�Ramaswamy �����	 and
Haverkamp �����	 estimate the Cox�Ingersoll�Ross and Longsta��Schwartz model� respectively�
by the generalized method of moments using �rst and second order moments� While �rst and
second order moments are of interest for the estimation of endogenous term structure models such
as the Cox�Ingersoll�Ross and Longsta��Schwartz model� only second order moments should be
used for the estimation of exogenous term structure models�



��� Assumptions ��

or absolute changes of spot rates��

dR�t� T � � �
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�p�t� T ��






KX
k��

�pk�t� T �
� �R�t� T �

�
dt�

KX
k��

�pk�t� T �

T � t
dWk�t��

For reasons which will become clear later we prefer to use absolute spot rate changes�
The term structure movement with respect to the risk neutral and forward ad�

justed measure is completely specied by the volatility structure but the movement
with respect to the original probability measure depends on the market prices of
risk� Since the risk neutral and forward risk adjusted distributions are not observ�
able	 assumptions regarding the market prices of risk are necessary to estimate the
volatility structure� To facilitate estimation we assume that all market prices of risk
are constant over time� Time invariance is also assumed for the volatility coe��
cients� They are assumed to depend only on the time to maturity 	 � T � t but
not on the time t��� With these assumptions the only time dependent component
of the spot rate drift

�
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k��
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��R�t� T �

�

� �



	


r�t��R�t� T � �

KX
k��

��pk�	 ��k �




�pk�	 �

��

�

is the di�erence between the instantaneous short rate and the spot rate of the
corresponding maturity divided by this maturity	 �r�t�� R�t� T ��
	 � Since the in�
stantaneous short rate is not directly observable we have to approximate it by the
spot rate with the shortest maturity in our sample� This approximation bears little
risk	 because the di�erence �r�t� � R�t� T ��
	 tends to be very small� In contrast	
when estimating the volatility structure using log�changes of bond prices	 these have
to be adjusted for the absolute value of the instantaneous short rate� Therefore we
prefer to use spot rate changes�

Since the term structure of spot rates can only be estimated for discrete points of
time we further assume that the time�continuous stochastic process is a reasonable
approximation of the discrete absolute spot rate changes

�R�t� 	 � � R�t ��t� t� 	 ��t��R�t� t� 	 ��

which are now stated in terms of the time to maturity 	 instead of the maturity
date T � Spot rate changes are observed for the time to maturities 	�� � � � � 	M at the
times t�� � � � � tN � The discrete approximation of the spot rate process is

�R�tn� 	m� � �



	
�r�tn��R�tn� 	m� � ���	m���t�

KX
k��

�Rk �	m��Wk�tn�� ����

��The stochastic di�erential equation for the spot rates can easily be obtained by application of
Ito�s lemma to equation ���	�

��They have to depend on the time to maturity to model the pull
to
par
e�ect of the bond price
movement�
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with

���	 � �

KX
k��

�pk�	 ��k �




�pk�	 �

�

�Rk �	m� � �
�pk�	m�

	

��� Principal Component Analysis

Traditionally factor analysis is used to explore the possible underlying structure
in a set of interrelated variables	 with the aim to reduce the number of original
variables to a much smaller set of hypothetical factors� Applied to the analysis of
term structure movements	 we are interested in ��� the number of factors driving
the evolution of spot rates with di�erent maturities �our variables�	 and ��� the
economic interpretation of the hypothetical factors� Apart from this traditional
use of the principal component analysis	 it can be applied to the estimation of the
volatility structure without restricting it by a parametric form� We will demonstrate
this based on absolute spot rate changes	 but in principal the same analysis could
be done using absolute forward rate changes or log�changes of bond prices��� The
absolute spot rate changes have to be corrected for the di�erence of the instantaneous
short rate and the spot rate of the corresponding maturity divided by the maturity�
Subtracting in addition the time independent drift ���	 �	 we get corrected spot rate
changes

�R��tn� 	m� � �R�tn� 	m� �



	
�r�tn��R�tn� 	m� � ���	m���t�

which according to ���� must satisfy���
BBB�

�R��t�� 	�� � � � �R��tN � 	��
�R��t�� 	�� � � � �R��tN � 	��

���
���

�R��t�� 	M � � � � �R��tN � 	M �

�
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�
BBB�

�R� �	�� � � � �RM�	��
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���
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�
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�
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�W��t�� � � � �W��tN�

���
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�WM �t�� � � � �WM�tN�

�
CCCA �

Given this multivariate linear model	 a principal component analysis can be applied
to estimate the volatility matrix ��m�	m��M�M by the matrix of the factor loadings	

��If forward rates are assumed to behave proportional to the level of interest rates as in
Heath�Jarrow�Morton �����	� relative instead of absolute forward rate changes have to be
used�

��Since we use a principal component analysis we assume at the beginning K �M factors� and
extract only those factors with a high explanatory power�



��� Nonlinear Regression ��

the so called factor pattern��


The importance of the principal components can be assessed by the percent of
variation explained by the factors� The percent of variation of the rst to last factor
is given by the ordered Eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the standardized
spot rate changes divided by the number of variables� To determine the number of
factors driving the spot rate changes we rely on the simple eigenvalue criterion and
the Scree test which already give unambiguous results���

A rst interpretation of the extracted factors will be done by examining the shape
of the corresponding volatility functions� To identify observable variables which are
able to explain the extracted factors we estimate factor scores and test regressions
of the form

Fi�n � �n � �nxn � n�

where Fi�n denotes the factor score of the i�th factor with respect to the n�th obser�
vation and xn is an observable variable like a spot rate for a certain maturity or a
spread between a long and a short rate� The spot rate with a short time to maturity
as one factor would be consistent with traditional one�factor models like Vasicek
������ and Cox� Ingersoll� Ross ���
�� of the term structure which are based
on the short rate development� A spot rate with a long time to maturity as a sec�
ond factor is consistent with the Brennan�Schwartz ������ model	 whereas a
spread as a second factor is consistent with Schaefer�Schwartz ���
�� who use
a long rate and a spread between a long and a short rate because these are generally
uncorrelated���

��� Nonlinear Regression

In this section we develop a nonlinear regression approach to the estimation of the
four Gaussian interest rate models presented in section �� The description concen�
trates on the two�factor Vasicek model ��FV�model� since this model includes the
others as special cases� The volatility structure in the �FV�model may be stated in
terms of the forward rates	 bond prices or spot rates�

��It should be noted that the results of the principal component analysis refer to standardized
spot rate changes� The factor loading therefore have to be multiplied by the standard deviation
of spot rate changes with the corresponding maturity� To facilitate an interpretation of the esti

mated volatility matrix we multiply the factor loadings furthermore by

p
�t to obtain annualized

volatilities�
��Statistical tests of the number of factors are neglected since they generally lead to a too large

number of factors �cf� Gorsuch ������ p� ���		 and the results based on the eigenvalue criterion
and scree tests are already unambiguous�

��We have not considered any non
interest rate variables which have been incorporated by
Richard ����	 and Cox� Ingersoll� Ross �����	 since the identi�cation of the factors is
not crucial to the main purpose of our paper�
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factor � factor �
forward rate
volatility

���t� T � � ��e
���T�t	 ���t� T � � ��e

����T�t	

bond price
volatility

�p��t� T � �
��
��
�
� e���T�t	� �p��t� T � �

��
��
�e����T�t	 � 
�

spot rate
volatility

�R� �t� T � �
��

�T�t	��
�e���T�t	� 
� �R� �t� T � �

��
�T�t	��

�
� e����T�t	�

For �� � �� � � the �FV�model simplies to the Ho�Lee�model� The Vasicek�model
results for �� � � and the HJM�model is included for �� � ��� The volatility
coe�cients of these models satisfy the stationarity assumption of section ���� With
the assumption of constant market prices of risk	 the drift ���t� T � depends only on
the time to maturity 	 � T� t	 but not on time t� The variance of spot rate changes
is therefore independent of ���t� T ��

Absolute spot rate changes in the �FV�model are given by

�R�t� 	 � � �
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Adjusted for the di�erence of the instantaneous short rate and spot rate
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they are normally distributed with mean � �
�
���	 ��t and variance
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Based on a time series of N spot rate changes for M maturities 	�� � � � � 	M the
volatility parameters ��� ��� ��� �� can be estimated by the nonlinear regression

sR�	m�
�

�t
�

�
��
	m��

�e���m � 
�

��
�

�
��
	m��

�e����m � 
�

��
� m� m � 
 � � � �M ����

where sR�	m�
� denotes the sample variance of the spot rate changes with maturity

	m� We computed the least squares estimators by the Gauss�Newton method due to
Hartley ��������� It should be noted that applying the method of least squares to
the variances in this way is equivalent to using the �generalized� method of moments
based only on second moments with an identity matrix as weighting matrix�

��The spot rate and bond price volatility structure have to be derived for �� � � starting with
the forward rate process or may be obtained as a limiting case with �� � �� since �� � � is not
de�ned for the above expressions of the bond price and spot rate volatility�

�	See for example Seber�Wild ������ p� ���	
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� Volatility Estimates

for the German Bond Market


�� Data

The empirical results reported here are based on weekly data of the term structure
of spot rates from January ��
� to December ����� The term structure of spot
rates are estimated from weekly prices of German T�Bonds �Bundesanleihen� and
T�Notes �Bundesobligationen� using the polynomial method proposed by Cham�
bers�Carleton�Waldman ���
��� We use a polynomial of order three which
results in a relatively smooth yield curve while incurring a potentially large mean
absolute deviation of theoretical bond prices from market prices� A spline method
or polynomial of higher order allows for a smaller mean absolute deviation but leads
to strongly oscillating yield curves� Since we are interested in the movement of
the whole bond market and not the volatility caused by some outliers	 we prefer a
smoothed yield curve for the purpose of volatility estimation���

We employ a data set containing the spot rates of maturities �
��

�
� � 
� 


�
� � � � � � �

�
� � �

�
�

years��� The total sample period is divided into seven two year�subperiods each with
��� observed yield curves� The mean spot rate �standard deviation� in the total
sample period is ��
� ������� for the shortest maturity and ���� ������� for the
longest maturity� This suggest a mean reversion in the short rate process inducing
a spot rate volatility decreasing with the time to maturity� In the long run this
may be a good description of the term structure movement	 but if we consider the
two�year subperiods other e�ects show up� Figure � illustrates the term structure
movement from ��

 to ���
� which is dominated by a reversion of the short rate�
The volatility of short rates is much larger than the volatility of long rates� But the
following two�year period ���������� �gure �� shows in the rst year an almost
parallel shift and in the second year a twist of the term structure� A twist with
long and short rates moving into opposite directions causes high volatilities of long
and short rates but lower volatilities for medium maturities� A twist in the term
structure is therefore associated with a smile�e�ect in the volatility structure of spot
rates� A subperiod with a modest reversion e�ect is illustrated in gure ��


�� Principal Component Analysis

The main results of the principal component analysis are summarized in table ��
These indicate that the joint movement of spot rates with di�erent maturities can
be explained by two independent stochastic factors� The percentage of the total
variance explained by the rst factor varies between ����
� and 
������ Adding

�
In contrast� when valuing interest rate contingent claims� we prefer an estimation method
which guarantees the lowest mean absolute since any estimation error of the term structure will
bias the results of the contingent claim valuation�

��Shorter maturities than half a year were not considered since the estimation procedure tends
to yield unstable results in this region�
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� VOLATILITY ESTIMATES FOR THE GERMAN BOND MARKET

Figure �� Yield Curves ��

 � ���
�

This �gure shows the term structure movement from ���� to ������ While the
�rst panel shows all weekly estimated yield curves� the second panel pictures
only the yield at the beginning� after one year� and at the end of the two�year
period� to illustrate the dominating e�ect� From ���� to ����� a strong mean

reversion is observable�




�� Principal Component Analysis ��

Figure �� Yield Curves ���� � �����

This �gure shows the term structure movement from ���� to ������ While the
�rst panel shows all weekly estimated yield curves� the second panel pictures
only the yield at the beginning� after one year� and at the end of the two�
year period� to illustrate the dominating e�ect� From ���� to ����� a twist is
observable�
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Figure �� Yield Curves ���� � �����

This �gure shows the term structure movement from ���� to ������ While the
�rst panel shows all weekly estimated yield curves� the second panel pictures
only the yield at the beginning� after one year� and at the end of the two�year
period� to illustrate the dominating e�ect� From ���� to ���� a weak mean

reversion is observable�




�� Principal Component Analysis ��

the second factor which explains between ������ and ������ 	 approximately ���
of the total variance is explained in all seven subperiods� The eigenvalues of the third
factor are in all cases smaller or only slightly larger than one and the percentage of
variation explained by this factor is only between ���� bis �����

Table �� Explained Variance of the Spot Rates

Period factor � factor � factor �

��
�����
� variance explained ��
��
 ������ ������
cumulative ��
��
 ������ ������

��
�����
� variance explained ��
��� ������ ������
cumulative ��
��� ������ ������

��
�����
� variance explained �����
 ������ ������
cumulative �����
 ������ ������

��
�����
� variance explained ��
��� ������ �����

cumulative ��
��� ������ ������

��

����
� variance explained ��
��� ������ ������
cumulative ��
��� ������ ������

���������� variance explained ������ ������ ������
cumulative ������ ������ ������

���������� variance explained ��
�
� ������ ������
cumulative ��
�
� ������ ������

The unrotated factor pattern of the rst two factors is plotted in gure 
 for the
period ��

����
�� The other six subperiods show a similar result� The volatility
function of the rst factor is slightly decreasing with time to maturity but positive
over the whole maturity range� Factor one can therefore be regarded as a nonparallel
shift� Factor two can be viewed as a twist factor since the corresponding volatility
function is positive for maturities smaller than ��� years and negative for larger
maturities� A negative volatility in this case means that long rates decrease if short
rates increase and vice versa� We will discuss the importance of the twist in the
di�erent subperiods in greater detail in section ������

Table � �in the appendix� reports the results of the linear regressions of factors
on observable variables for the subperiod ����������� We omit the results for the
six other subperiods since the results are very similar� The shift is best explained
by the spot rate change with four years to maturity and the twist is best explained
by the spread between the spot rate with � and ��� year to maturity���

��We omit any factor rotation since we use the principal component analysis in this paper mainly
to explore the number of independent factors driving the term structure movement�

��B�hler�Schulze �����	 obtain similar results for a principal component analysis of monthly
yield curves from ���� to �����
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Figure 
� Spot Rate Volatility Structure ��

 � ���
�

This �gure shows the volatility functions of the shift and twist factor estimated
by the factor pattern of the �rst two principal components for the subperiod
���� � ������


�� Nonlinear Regression

The parameter estimates of the four Gaussian models for the seven subperiods are
presented in table � to �� The asymptotic ����condence intervals of the estimated
parameters are given in parentheses� The R� statistic is omitted for the Ho�Lee�
model since the restriction of the spot rate volatility to a constant does not allow a
tting of a non�constant volatility curve� The nonlinear regression reduces in this
case to a regression with only an intercept� The method of least squares applied to
such a degenerate case gives an estimator of � equal to the square root of the average
spot rate variance across all maturities� The R� is always zero since no variation
is explained� Hence	 based on an ex�post�analysis of the volatility structure the
Ho�Lee�model must be rejected���

The results in table � reveal that the one�factor model of Vasicek leads to a vital
improvement compared to the Ho�Lee model� The R� statistic shows that except
for the two twist periods ��
�����
� and ���������� almost ��� percent of the

��But this does not necessarily imply that the Ho�Lee
model is also in an ex
ante analysis of
option prices the worst of the tested models�




�� Nonlinear Regression ��

Table �� Parameter Estimates for the Ho�Lee�Model

Period ��

��
�����
� ������
��������������	

��
�����
� ������
��������������	

��
�����
� ����
�
�������������	

��
�����
� ������
�������������	

��

����
� ������
�������������	

���������� ����
�
�������������	

���������� ������
��������������	

spot rate variation is explained by the model� All parameter estimates except for
the twist periods are highly signicant and vary only slightly over time� The Vasicek
model cannot t the observed volatility smile in the two twist periods illustrated
in gure �� The subperiod ��

����
� is one the ve subperiods where a good t
of the Vasicek model is possible while the subperiod ���������� illuminates the
limitations of the Vasicek model�

The two�factor model of HJM comprises the two preceding models� The rst
factor is the parallel shift factor of Ho�Lee and the second factor which is analogous
to the Vasicek model can be viewed as a pseudo twist a�ecting the short rates
stronger than the long rates� But the variance function

v�	 � � ��� �
h��
	�

�e��� � 
�
i�

is monotonically decreasing

�v�	 �

�	
�
h ��
	�

�e��� � 
�
i

� �z �
��

�
e��� � 


�	
� e���

�
���

��
	� �z �

��

� �

so that the smile e�ect cannot be modeled� The t in the two subperiods exhibiting
a strong smile e�ect is thus very poor although better than for the Vasicek model�
This is due to the fact that the variance is monotonically decreasing as in the Vasicek
model	 but because of the shift factor not necessarily converging to zero� Table �
and gure �� summarize the corresponding results for the HJM model�
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Table �� Parameter Estimates for the Vasicek�Model

Period � � R�

��
�����
� �����
 ����
� ��

��
��������������	 ��������������	

��
�����
� ������ ����
� ������
��������������	 ������������	

��
�����
� ������ ����
� ������
��������������	 �������������	

��
�����
� ����
� ������ ������
�������������	 �
�����������	

��

����
� ������ ����
� ������
�������������	 �������������	

���������� ����
� ������ ������
�������������	 �
�����������	

���������� ������ ������ ������
��������������	 ������������	

Table �� Parameter Estimates for the HJM�Model

Period �� �� � R�

��
�����
� ������ ������ ��
��� ������
��������������	 ��������������	 �������������	

��
�����
� ������ ������ ���
�� ������
��������������	 ������������	 �������������	

��
�����
� ������ ������ ������ ������
�������������	 ��������������	 ��������������	

��
�����
� ������ ������ ������ ������
������������	 ��������������	 �
������������	

��

����
� ������ ������ ������ ������
��������������	 ��������������	 �������������	

���������� ������ ������ ���
�� ���

�
�������������	 �������������	 �
������������	

���������� ������ ������ ������ �����

��������������	 ��������������	 ��������������	




�� Nonlinear Regression ��

Figure �� Explained Variance in the Vasicek model

This �gure shows the spot rate variance explained by the Vasicek model
compared to the historically spot rate variance for a subperiod with only
a reversion e�ect ���� � ����� and a subperiod with a strong smile e�ect
���� � ������

���� � �����

���� � �����
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Figure ��� Explained Variance in the HJM model

This �gure shows the spot rate variance explained by the HJM model
compared to the historically spot rate variance for a subperiod with only
a reversion e�ect ���� � ����� and a subperiod with a strong smile e�ect
���� � ������

��

 � ���
�

���� � �����
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Table �� Parameter Estimates for �FV�Model

Period �� �� �� �� R�

��
�����
� ������ ������ ������ ��
��� ������
��������������	 �
����� �����	 �������� ������	 ������� �����	

��
�����
� ������ ������ ������ �����
 ������
�������� ������	 �������� ������	 ������� �����	 ������� ������	

��
�����
� ������ ����

 ������ ������ ������
�������� ������	 �������� ������	 �������� ������	 ������� �����	

��
�����
� ������ ������ ������ ���
�� ���

�
������� ������	 ������� ������	 �������� ������	 �������� �����	

��

����
� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
������� ������	 �
������ ������	 �������� ������	 ������� ����	

���������� ������ ���
�� ������ ������ ������
�������� ������	 �������� ������	 ������� ������	 ������� �����	

���������� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
�������� ������	 �
������ ������	 �������� ������	 ������ �����	

Comparing the R� statistics of the HJM model in table � and our �FV model

in table � reveals that the advantage of the �FV model is negligible in ve of seven
subperiods� In these periods �� is not signicantly �statistically or economically�
di�erent from zero �except for the subperiod ��
�����
��� The absence of a smile
e�ect is obvious	 when �� is not signicantly di�erent from zero	 since the �FV mod�
els reduces to the HJM model in this case� But even with a signicantly positive ��
the smile e�ect may be negligible� The average slope and convexity of the estimated
variance function serves as a measure of the smile e�ect� When a smile e�ect is
present the average slope should be close to zero while the average convexity should
be di�erent from zero� Table � shows that this is the case only in the subperiods
��
�����
� and ���������� but not in the subperiod ��
�����
�� In the two pe�
riods with a signicant smile e�ect the �FV model outperforms the HJM model
clearly� The t of the estimated variance function is illustrated for two subperiods
��

����
� and ���������� in gure ��� The smile e�ect is largely determined by ��
and ��� The reversion of the short rate to a long run mean is as in the Vasicek model
determined by ��� A comparison of the estimation results for subperiods ��

����
�
and ���������� conrms the strong ��� � ���
�� and weak ��� � ������� mean
reversion hypothesized in section ��� based on the term structure plots�

We now to assess the probability of negative spot rates in the four Gaussian
models based on historical parameter estimates� The probability is plotted in gure
�� in the appendix for spot rate maturities of one to ten years based on the parameter
estimates of the subperiod ����������� Since we observe the smile e�ect only in
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Figure ��� Explained Variance in the �FV�Model

This �gure shows the spot rate variance explained by the two�factor
Vasicek model ��FV
 compared to the historically spot rate variance for
a subperiod with only a reversion e�ect ���� � ����� and a subperiod
with a strong smile e�ect ���� � ������

��

 � ���
�

���� � �����
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Table �� Magnitude of the Smile E�ect

This table summarizes the average slope and convexity of the estimated vari�
ance functions as a measure of the smile e�ect� Both are for expositional
purpose multiplied by 
���� As a measure for the average slope we use the
di�erence of the variance function for the longest and shortest maturity which
is equivalent to the integral over the rst derivative of the variance function�
Analogously we measure the average convexity by the di�erence of the rst
derivative of the variance function for the longest and shortest maturity�

Period average slope average convexity

��
�����
� �������� �������
��
�����
� �������� ������
��
�����
� �������� �������
��
�����
� �������� ������
��

����
� �������
 ����
�
���������� �������� ������
���������� �������� ������

the subperiod ����������	 we use the parameter estimates of this subperiod to
illustrate the drawback of the �VF model� Apart from the volatility parameters	 the
probability of negative spot rates is largely in�uenced by the initial term structure
of forward rate� The larger the initial forward rates the lower the probability� We
assume an unfavorable scenario of a �at term structure with �� for all maturities�
The volatility of the uncertain future spot rate and hence the probability of negative
spot rates increases with time� We consider a time horizon of ten years�

In all four models the probability of negative spot rates after three years is smaller
than ���� and thus not critical for the valuation of most interest rate futures and
options� If bonds with embedded options are to be valued	 the behavior of the spot
rate dynamics after three years requires a closer look� In the Ho�Lee model with a
spot rate variance proportional to time	 the probability of negative spot rates after
ten years is approximately ��� The variance of the spot rate with maturity 	 in the
Vasicek model converges to the constant

��

��

�

� e���

	

��

�

with time t to innity Accordingly the probability of negative spot rates converges
to a constant which is higher for small times to maturity� Based on our parameter
estimates the probability is even for spot rates with one year to maturity negligible
small ��������� The HJM model comprising the two factors of the Ho�Lee and
Vasicek model yields probabilities which do not converge to a constant level but are
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even for a ten year horizon smaller than ����� The examination of the probability of
negative spot rates shows a drawback of the �FV model since the spot rate variance
tends to explode with time for long maturities leading to about ��� probability of
negative spot rates after ve years� These results imply that the problem of negative
spot rates in Gaussian models is negligible in the Ho�Lee	 Vasicek	 HJM and �FV
model when valuing interest rate contingent claims with less than three years to
maturity� For longer maturities only the Vasicek and HJM model are appropriate�

� Implications for Option Pricing

Gaussian interest rate models are attractive because of their analytical tractability�
Closed form solutions for futures and options on zero bonds are readily available�
It is well known that futures prices are martingales with respect to the risk neutral
measure� Since the futures price equals the spot price at maturity	 todays futures
price is simply the expected future spot price	 which is in a Gaussian model

H�t� t�� T � � E �Q�P �t�� T �jFt� �
P �t� T �

P �t� t��
exp

�
KX
k��

�

Z t�

t

�p�v� t����v� t�� T �dv

�
�

Futures on coupon bonds can be valued as portfolios of futures on zero bonds� The
lognormal bond price distribution allows further for a Black�Scholes type valuation
of options on zero bonds�

Theorem �	� �Calls on Zero Bonds
In a locally arbitrage�free Gaussian K�factor model the price of a call on a zero bond
P �t� T � with strike price K and maturity t� is	

C�t�K� t�� T � � P �t� T �N�d���KP �t� t��N�d��

with

d� �



��t� t�� T �
ln

�
P �t� T �

P �t� t��K

�
�





��t� t�� T �

d� � d� � ��t� t�� T �

��t� t�� T �� �

KX
k��

Z t�

t

�k�v� t
�� T ��dv �

KX
k��

Z t�

t

��pk�v�T �� �pk�v� t
����dv

Proof� The call price may alternatively be derived with respect to the risk neutral
or forward risk adjusted measure� But deriving it with respect to the risk neutral
measure requires to compute an expectation of a product of stochastic variables�
The forward risk adjusted measure in contrast e�ectively decouples that product��


��cf� Jamshidian �����	



��

The forward price of the call is a martingale with respect to Q��

C�t� t�� T � � EQ��C�t�� t�� T �jFt�

	
C�t� T �

P �t� t��
� EQ��C�t�� T �jFt�

The forward price given the information Ft may thus be calculated by

C�t� T � � EQ��C�t�� T �jFt�P �t� t��

� EQ���P �t�� T ��K��jFt�P �t� t��

� EQ��P �t�� T � 
fP �t��T 	�KgjFt�P �t� t��

�KP �t� t��ProbQ��P �t�� T � � KjFt�

� P �t� T �N�d���KP �t� t��N�d��

The last equation follows by substituting P �t�� T � with equation ���� and a standard
calculation of the expectation�

This option pricing formula resembles the Black�Scholes formula in an obvious
way� The price of a zero bond P �t� t�� with maturity t� replaces e�r�t

��t	 in the
traditional Black�Scholes model� Moreover	 the variance ���t� � t� is replaced by
��t� t�� T ��	 which is given in our Gaussian models by���

�HL�t� t
�� T �� � ���T � t����t� � t�

�V as�t� t
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Despite the similarity of the option pricing formulas in the Black�Scholes model and
the Gaussian term structure models there is a crucial di�erence� Even the Black
������ modication which is based on forward prices to eliminate the changing
variance of the bond prices as time elapses is not able to price options on bonds with
di�erent maturities in a consistent manner� The volatility has to be estimated for
every option separately� In contrast	 the four estimated Gaussian models can price
all interest rate contingent claims with one set of volatility parameters� For example
all four models incorporate the pull�to�par�e�ect because ��t� t�� T � converges to zero

��It should be noted that the option pricing formula for the Vasicek model is equivalent to
the one derived by Jamshidian �����	 for the original Vasicek model� which is not necessarily
consistent with the initial term structure� This is not surprising� because the adjustment to the
initial term structure can be achieved by correcting the drift rate� which does not enter the option
pricing formula�
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with t� 
 T � In the following we thus analyze the ability of the four models to price
di�erent contingent claims� We use at�the�money calls on zero bonds with maturities
ranging from � to �� years� The option maturity varies between � and � years�

First we compare the one�factor models of Ho�Lee and Vasicek� The key dif�
ference between the two models is the spot rate variance decreasing with time to
maturity in the Vasicek model and being constant in the Ho�Lee model� We take
as volatility parameters for the Vasicek model the parameter estimates for the sub�
period ���������� and calculate the implied volatility for the Ho�Lee model which
gives the same option value for the two�year option on the ve�year bond� The call
price di�erence between the Ho�Lee and Vasicek model for the previously described
set of options is shown in gure ��� Naturally the di�erence is zero if the option

Figure ��� Ho�Lee�Call Price versus Vasicek�Call Price

This �gure shows call price di�erences CHL � CV as for at�the�money options
with a maturity of �� years� The maturity of the underlying bonds with a face
value of ��� varies between  and �� years� The initial term structure is �at at
��� The volatility parameters are �HL � ����
�� �Vas � ������� � � ���	
��

expires immediately and for the three�year option on a three year bond because
prices of at�the�money calls have to be zero in these cases� The price di�erence is
also zero or close to zero for all options on the ve�year bond which was used for
the calculation of the implied volatility in the Ho�Lee model� But options on bonds



��

with maturities smaller �larger� than ve years are undervalued �overvalued� and
the absolute �relative� price di�erence for the two�year option ranges from ����
���
��������� to ���
�
 ��
������ We interpret this large price di�erentials as a valua�
tion error of the Ho�Lee model because the observed reversion in ���������� is not
captured by the Ho�Lee model� Prices for a two�year at�the�money call according

Table �� Call Prices BS� Ho�Lee� Vasicek� HJM

This table presents call prices of at�the�money options with a maturity of �
years for the Black�Scholes� Ho�Lee� Vasicek and HJM model� The volatil�
ity parameters are �BS � ������� �HL � ����
�� �Vas � ������� �Vas �
���	
�� ���HJM � ������� ���HJM � ����
�� �HJM � �����
� The maturity
of the underlying bonds varies between  and �� years and the initial term
structure is �at at ���

Bond Maturity CBS CHL CV as CHJM
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to the Black�Scholes	 Ho�Lee	 Vasicek	 and HJM model are summarized in table ��
The volatility parameters for the Black�Scholes and HJM model are again implicitly
calculated to t the two�year option on the ve�year bond� The call prices for the
Black�Scholes model show clearly that the pull�to�par�e�ect is not captured because
options on bonds with a maturity close to the maturity of the option are strongly
overvalued and options on bonds with a maturity far larger than the option maturity
are undervalued� The HJM model with three volatility parameters is tted not only
to the ve�year bond but also to the ten�year bond� Price di�erentials are fairly
small for all options�
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Finally we examine pricing di�erences between our two�factor models� A compar�
ison of the HJM and �FV model makes sense only for a subperiod with a signicant
smile e�ect because otherwise the �FV model reduces to the HJM model� Hence	
we use the parameters estimates for the subperiod ���������� and compare the call
prices for the same set of options as before� The call price di�erences are plotted in
gure ��� Obviously the HJM model misprices calls on bonds with large maturities

Figure ��� �FV�Call Price versus HJM�Call Price

This �gure shows call price di�erences C�FV �CHJM for at�the�money options
with a maturity of �� years� The maturity of the underlying bonds with a face
value of ��� varies between  and �� years� The initial term structure is �at at
��� The volatility parameters are ���HJM � �����
� ���HJM � ����
�� �HJM �
����	� bzw� ����FV � ����
�� ����FV � ������� ����FV � ������� ����FV �
��������

when a smile e�ect is present� The absolute �relative� price di�erence for the two�
year option on the ten�year bond is �����

 ��������� Besides the undervaluation
of calls on long term bonds	 the HJM model also overvalues calls on medium term
bonds ���� years maturity�� This mispricing is caused by our estimation proce�
dure which tries to t the variance function� Since the u�shaped historical variance
function cannot be tted in the HJM model	 the estimated variance is too large for
maturities between � and � years and too small thereafter �see gure ������

��Call prices for the HJM and �FV model are summarized in table �� in the appendix�
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� Conclusions

Gaussian models of term structure movements are attractive because of their sim�
plicity and analytical tractability� The contribution of this paper is threefold�
First	 we examine the properties of four Gaussian models	 the popular one�factor
models of Ho�Lee and Vasicek	 respectively	 and a two�factor model suggested by
Heath�Jarrow�Morton� The fourth model is a two�factor Vasicek model	 which we
propose to capture the smile e�ect in the volatility structure�

Second	 we examine the models� ability to explain the historical volatility struc�
ture for the German bond market� We nd three basic patterns in the historical
yield curve movement� a parallel shift	 a reversion and a twist� The parallel shift
implies a spot rate variance which is constant across all maturities	 as in the Ho�Lee
model� The reversion of the short rate to a long run average implies higher spot
rate volatilities for short time to maturities� This monotonically decreasing variance
function is modeled by Vasicek and Heath�Jarrow�Morton� But only the two�factor
models are able to incorporate twists of the term structure� Despite this similar�
ity	 the HJM and �FV model di�er in their ability to explain a smile e�ect in the
volatility structure which is generally associated with a twist of the term structure�
Since the �FV model includes the HJM model as a special case and a smile e�ect is
present in two of seven analyzed subperiods we prefer the �FV model� The applica�
tion of the �FV model is only limited by the probability of negative spot rates which
increases sharply with the time to maturity of the contingent claim and should be
analyzed carefully when the maturity of the contingent claim is larger than three
years�

Finally	 the relevance of these ndings is judged by their implications for option
pricing� The purpose of a term structure model like the four under consideration
is the valuation of a broad variety of interest rate contingent claims in a consistent
manner� We use options on zero bonds for which analytical solutions in all these
models exist	 and vary only the maturity of the option and the underlying bond�
Even this simple set of interest rate contingent claims yields signicant price dif�
ferences which can be attributed to the model characteristics� An open question
remaining for future research is the predictability of the twist and reversion e�ect�
Moreover it remains to show that the proposed two�factor Vasicek model enables its
user to earn abnormal prots from apparent mispricings�
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 A� PROOF OF THEOREM ���

A Proof of Theorem ���

The equivalent martingale measures �Q and Q� are de�ned through

d �Q�dQ�t� � exp
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The corresponding Brownian motions are given by Girsanov�s theorem��

�Wk�t� � Wk�t� �

Z t

�
�k�v�dv

W �
k �t� � Wk�t� �

Z t

�
��k�v�� �pk�v� t

���dv

�A	�
 � �A	�
� Application of Ito�s Lemma gives the relative bond prices process

dZ�t� T � � ��p�t� T � � r�t��Z�t� T �dt� �p�t� T �Z�t� T �dW �t�

In terms of the Brownian motion �W �t� with respect to the risk neutral measure �Q
the relative bond price process is

dZ�t� T � � ��p�t� T � � r�t��Z�t� T �dt� �p�t� T �Z�t� T ���t�dt

��p�t� T �Z�t� T �d �W �t�

� ��p�t� T � � r�t�� �p�t� T ���t��Z�t� T �

��p�t� T �Z�t� T �d �W �t��

Relative bond price are thus martingales with respect to �Q if and only if

�p�t� T � � r�t� � �p�t� T ���t��

�A	�
 � �A	�
� The equivalence of �A��
 and �A�
 follows immediately from the relation
of the forward rate and bond price process� Substituting the bond price drift and
di�usion rate in condition �A��
 with ��
 and ��
 gives

r�t��

Z T

t

��t� y�dy �
�

�

�Z T

t

��t� y�dy

��
� r�t� � �

Z T

t

��t� y�dy��t��

��To apply Girsanov�s theorem we need to assume that the market prices of risk �k�t� satisfy the
Novikov condition or condition C�� of Heath�Jarrow�Morton �����	� With this assumption
and certain regularity conditions regarding the drift and di�usion coe�cients the existence of an
equivalent martingale measure is ensured� see Heath�Jarrow�Morton ������ Proposition �	�
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Taking the partial derivative with respect to T yields

���t� T � � ��t� T �

Z T

t

��t� y�dy � ���t� T ���t�

� ��t� T � � ��t� T �

�
��t� �

Z T

t

��t� y�dy

�

Analogously condition �A��
 follows by integrating �A�
 with respect to T and
substitution of the forward rate drift and di�usion rate according to ��
 and ��
�

�A	�
 � �A	
� The forward rate process

df�t� t�� � ��t� t��dt � ��t� t��dW �t�

in terms of the Brownian motion W ��t� with respect to the forward risk adjusted
measure Q� is

df�t� t�� � ��t� t��dt� ��t� t�����t�� �p�t� t���dt� ��t� t��dW ��t��

Forward rates are thus martingales with respect to Q� if and only if

��t� t�� � ��t� t�����t�� �p�t� t����
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B Tables and Figures

Table 
� Empirical Studies

Author Market Period Results

HJM
������

U�S� T�Bonds May ��
� Two factors which can be identi�
ed as shift and twist�

Kahn
������

U�S� T�Bonds ��
�s Two factors which explain 
����
�Shift� and ���� �Twist� of the
total variance�

Steeley
�����	�����

UK
government
gilts

���
� � ���
� Three factors	 which explain

��
�	 ���� and ���� of the total
variance� The rst factor is a par�
allel shift	 the second factor deter�
mines the slope and the third the
convexity of the yield curve�

B�hler�
Schulze
������

German
bonds issued
by Bund	
Bahn	 and
Post

���
����

 Two factors which explain 
����
and ����� of the total variance�
The rst factor is explained best
by a medium term spot rate	 the
second factor by a spread between
a long and a short rate�

Beckers
������

Di�erent
Countries

��
������ Two factors �Shift und Twist�
in Australia	 Belgium	 Denmark	
France	 Germany	 Italy	 Nether�
lands	 Spain� Three factors
�Shift	 Twist und Butter�y� in
Canada	 Japan	 UK	 USA�
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Figure ��� Probability of negative spot rates

This �gure shows the probability of negative spot rates with maturities of ��
�� years in the four Gaussian models as time elapses� The probabilities are
computed based on an initially �at term structure at �� and the parameters

Ho�Lee� � � �����	

Vasicek� � � ������� � � ���	
�

HJM� �� � �����	� �� � ������� � � �����


�FV� �� � �����	� �� � ����	� �� � ������ �� � ���

�

The parameters for the Ho�Lee� Vasicek� and HJM model are the historical
estimates for the subperiod ���������� which does not reveal a smile e�ect�
Since the �FV model reduces in this case to the HJM model� we use for the
�FV model the historical parameter estimates for the subperiod ����������
exhibiting a strong smile e�ect�

Ho�Lee Vasicek

HJM �FV
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Table �� Identi�cation of Factors ����������

This table reports the results of the regressions

Fi�n � 	n � 
n�Rn��� � �n

where Fi�n denotes the factor score of the i�th factor with respect to the n�th
observation� As independent variables the spot rate changes for the maturities
�
� � �� �� �� �� 	� ��  years and the changes of two spreads between a long and a short
rate are chosen�

explanatory factor � factor �

variable R� � t�Wert R� � t�Wert

�R���� ���
�
 ����� ����� ������ ����� ������

�R�
� ������ ����� ����� ������ ����� ���
�

�R�� ���
�
 ��
�� ���
�� ������ ����� ��
��

�R��� ��
��� �
��� ������ ������ ����� �����

�R��� �	��
� ������ ������ ������ ���� ��
��

�R��� ������ ������ �
���� ������ ������ ������

�R��� ��
��� 

��� ������ ������ ������ ���
��

�R��� ����
� ����� ���
�� ������ ������ ������

��R������R����� ������ ���� ����� �	��
� ������ ��
����

��R������ R�
�� ������ ����� ����� ����
� ������ �������
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Table ��� Call Prices HJM and �FV

This table shows call prices of at�the�money options with a maturity of �
years for the HJM and �FV model� The volatility parameters are ����HJM �
�����
� ���HJM � ����
�� �HJM � ����	� ����FV � �����	� ����FV �
������ ����FV � ����	� ����FV � ���

�� The maturity of the underlying
bonds varies between  and �� years and the initial term structure is �at at
���

Bond Maturity CHJM C�FV

��� ������� �������
��� ������� �������
��� ������
 �������
��� ���
��� �����
�
��� ������� �������
��� ������
 ��

���
��� ����
�� �������
��� ������� �������
��� ������� ����
��
��� ������� �������

�� ������� �����
�

�� �����
� ����
��
��� ������� ��

���
��� ������� �������
���� ������� ����
��
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